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SEARCHING FOR PARITY NONCONSERVATIONIN 10B NUCLEUSDan MihailesuDept. of Plasma Physis and Struture of the Matter, Faulty of PhysisAl. I. Cuza Univ., Iasi, Romaniae-mail: dmihail�uai.roand Daniel RaduDept. of Theoretial Physis, Faulty of PhysisAl. I. Cuza Univ., Iasi, Romania(Reeived May 8, 2000; Revised version reeived July 6, 2000)The -irular polarization (P) and asymmetries (A) of the parityforbidden M1 + E2 -deays: 10B� (J� = 2�T = 0;Ex = 5:11 MeV)!10B� (J� = 1+T = 0;Ex = 0:72 MeV) as well as the PNC analyzing powersfor resonane reation populating the parity (2�) doublet at 7.47 MeV havebeen investigated theoretially. We use the reently proposed Warburton�Brown shell model interation. For the weak fores we disus ompara-tively di�erent weak interation models based on di�erent assumptions forevaluating the weak meson�hadron oupling onstants. The results deter-mine a range of P-values from whih we �nd the most probable values:P = 3:7� 10�4 for the 5.11 MeV doublet and AL(b) � 0:6� 10�5 for the7.47 MeV doublet. These ases seem to be promising for further experi-mental tests of parity nononservation in nulei.PACS numbers: 21.60.Cs, 24.80.�x, 27.30.+t, 12.15.Ji1. IntrodutionParity NonConservation (PNC) in the nuleon�nuleon (NN) intera-tion has been observed in the NN sattering indued by polarized proje-tiles (suh as ~p [1, 2℄ or ~n [3℄), in the spontaneous �-deay [4, 5℄ and in theirular polarization [6�8℄ or asymmetry [9�12℄ (from polarized nulei) ofthe radiation emitted in nulear -deay. There are also theoretial predi-tions for new PNC experiments in indued �-deay [13�18℄ and asymmetryof the radiation emitted in nulear -deay [19, 20℄. The theoretial andexperimental work in this �eld was reviewed in papers [11, 12℄.(2085)



2086 D. Mihailesu, D. RaduThe ontroversy [11, 12, 21�23℄ in alulating weak meson�nuleon ou-pling onstants in nulei greatly stimulates the investigation of possible ex-periments sensitive to di�erent omponents of the PNC interation Hamil-tonian (HPNC), that depend linearly on seven suh weak oupling onstants�h(�T )meson : h(1)� ; h(0)� ; h(1)� ; h(2)� ; h(1)�0 ; h(0)! ; h(1)! �. Various linear ombinations ofthese onstants an, in priniple, be extrated in di�erent experiments, andamong these are those for the parity mixed doublets (PMD) [11, 20℄. Sinethe PMD has de�nite isospins, the transition ��lters out� spei� isospinomponents of PNC weak interation.In the exitation spetrum [24℄ of the 10B nuleus there is [25, 26℄ onePMD (�E � 50 keV) lying at 5.12 MeV exitation energy (see Table I).Di�erent observable an give information on PNC in this doublet. Threeof them have been found to provide a sizable enhanement of the e�et.Two are the irular polarization of the 4.39 MeV and 5.11 MeV -raysfrom the 2�;T = 1 level to the �rst exited state (1+;T = 0), for whihBizzeti and Perego [27℄ alulated the enhanement fators f �= 10 andf �= 80, respetively (see also Ref. [28℄). The third one is the longitudinalanalyzing power of the reation �(6�!Li;6 Li)� in whih it is populated thePMD mentioned above [27℄, for whih we alulated the big enhanementfator (F �= 4500). The rough estimations of the irular polarization abovementioned, within PSDMK + DDH [12, 29℄ are 1:1 � 10�4 for 4.39 MeV-ray and 3:2� 10�4 for 5.11 MeV -ray. TABLE IDi�erent input data and physial quantities neessary for alulating -irularpolarizations and analysing powers for the two PMD ases studied in the presentwork. The lifetimes for PMD1 levels are alulated using OXBASH ode [29℄ andWarburton�Brown interation [30℄.PMD PMD1 PMD2I�i Ti;Ei (MeV)! I�f Tf ;Ef (MeV) 2+1; 5:1639 MeV! 1+0; 0:71832 MeV 2�1; 7:478 MeVI�i Ti;Ei (MeV)! I�f Tf ;Ef (MeV) 2�0; 5:11003 MeV! 1+0; 0:71832 MeV 2+0; 7:43 MeVLife time ��2+� �= 6 fs �= 0:6� 10�5 fsLife time ��2�� �= 0:6� 10�3 fs �= 0:8� 10�5 fsf 100 �= 1There is a seond PMD [24℄ of the 10B nuleus (�E � 48 keV) lying at7.47 MeV exitation energy (see Table I). In addition to the -deay and the�(6�!Li;6 Li)� reation one an use a new hannel namely, the 9Be (~p; �)6Liresonane reation. Thus, the PNC analyzing powers for 9Be (~p; �)6Li res-onane reation populating the parity (2�) doublet at 7.47 MeV have beeninvestigated theoretially.



Searhing for Parity Nononservation in 10B Nuleus 2087In the present paper a theoretial investigation of the two mentionedPMD ases is presented. The orresponding PNC � matrix elements werealulated within the shell model ode � OXBASH, with the Warburton�Brown interation [30℄ for 1s1p�2s1d�2p1f model spae.The aim of the present paper is to alulate the PNC-irular polariza-tion of the gamma ray emitted in the parity forbidden M1 + E2 transition10B� (J�=2�T =0; Ex=5:11 MeV) ! 10B� (J�=1+T =0; Ex=0:72 MeV)and the parity nononserving analyzing powers (AL (b)) for the 9Be (~p; �)6Liresonane reation, populating the parity doublet at 7.47 MeV, within dif-ferent interation models, in order to judge the experiment feasibility.Bearing in mind, that for PMD0s, the ratio MPNC�E (and onsequentlythe magnitude of the PNC pseudosalar observable) is usually of the order10�8 for �E � 1:0 MeV, we may de�ne a spei� enhanement fator (F =108 MPNC�E f). f stands for the ratio of the deay (formation) amplitudeorresponding to the unnatural parity level to that of the natural parity level[11℄. The enhanement fators F for many ases of interest are summarizedin Ref. [20℄.2. Cirular polarizations and analyzing powersThe PNC- asymmetry is given [31℄ by sum of parity nononsering(PNC) and parity onserving (PC) ontributions:A (os �) = (P)0 �RPNC (os �) +RPC (os �) : (1)Here (P)0 = 2 jMPNCj�E sb+��b��+  E�E+ ! 32 (2)and (P)un = (P)0s1 + Æ2�1 + Æ2+ (3)are the irular polarizations for unpolarized initial nuleus with zero and�nite mixing (Æ�) and branhing ratios (b�) [32℄, respetively, andRPNC (os �) =s1 + Æ2�1 + Æ2+�hX�=0;2;4P� (os �)B� (2) (F� (1112)+F� (2212) Æ+Æ++F� (1212) (Æ�+Æ+))i�hX�=0;2;4P� (os �)B� (2)F� (1112) + F� (2212) Æ2� + 2F� (1212) Æ�i�1 (4)



2088 D. Mihailesu, D. Raduis a multiplier due to the existene of the orientation of the nuleus in theinitial exited state when the mixing ratios do not vanish. The parity on-serving (PC) -asymmetry is given by [31℄:RPC (os �)= hX�=1;3P� (os �)B� (2) (F� (1112)+F� (2212) Æ2�+2F� (1212) Æ�i�hX�=0;2;4;P� (os �)B� (2) �F� (1112)+F� (2212) Æ2�+2F� (1212) Æ��i�1; (5)where B� (2) =XM (2� + 1) 12 C (2�2;M0M) p (M) (6)in whih p(M) is the polarization fration of the M -state, whih determinesthe degree of the orientation of the nuleus andF� �LL0I 0I� = (�1)I0+3I�1 h(2I + 1) (2L+ 1)�2L0 + 1�i 12�C �LL0�; 1� 10�W �LL0II; �I 0� : (7)In order to measure a PNC e�et one must �nd situations for whih theRPC part in Eq. (1) vanishes. Two partiular ases have this property:(i) the ase of an initially unpolarized nuleus for whih B0 (2) = 1,B� 6=0 (2) = 0 and F0 �LL022� = ÆLL0 . In this partiularly simple aseP redues to the well known expression of the irular polarization,(P)un;(ii) one may prepare a polarized state by hoosing p(M) = ÆM0 for whih,B�=1;3 (2) = 0 and RPC part vanishes. The foregoing expression forgamma asymmetry (A) then redues to well-known expression of theirular polarization, A = (P)un.The largest energy anomalies of the PNC AL (longitudinal) and Ab (ir-regular transverse) analyzing powers for the 9Be(~p; �)6Li resonane reationpopulating the (2�) PMD at 7.47 MeV exitation energy are around theenergy of the small width level of the PMD. They have the following simpleexpression [16, 17℄:AL (b) = DL (b) 12� small�E �Esmall + i2� small��1 ei��L(b)PC +�PNC�; (8)



Searhing for Parity Nononservation in 10B Nuleus 2089where DL (b) = jMPNCj���E �Elarge + i2� large���r� large� small j CL (b) j (9)in whihCL (b) = jCL (b)j ei�L(b)PC = 2 ���E �Elarge + i2� large���p� large� small�Pl P (k)l (os �)�Pn ln (L (b)) iC (�) Æ�;�1~t�n+Pmn blmn (L (b))�~tmt�n+~t�mtn��Pl Pl (os �)Pmn almntmt�n (10)is a funtion on the PC transition matrix (T I��ls;�0 l0s0 = tn) elements only(for L: k =0, for b: k = 1, ~tn = T largepls;pl1s1 exp hi��pls � �pl0s0�i. The o-e�ients a(l)mn (L (b)), b(l)mn (L (b)) and (l)n (L (b)) are simple spei� valuesof the geometrial oe�ients for the ase we are investigating now. Thesupersripts �large� and �small� orrespond to the quantities of the PMDlevels with large, respetively, small widths. In the fator DL (b) we sep-arated the enhanement fator F (DL (b) = 10�8 F jCL (b)j), whih alwaysestimates the magnitude of the PNC analyzing powers, the quantity CL (b)being very lose to the unity in many ases when oherene e�ets arise.In the ase of random phases, in the numerator of CL (b), this fator atsdestrutively and in any ase it should not be omitted. To alulate thislast fator is the most ompliated part of the PNC alulation investigatedvia resonane reation proesses. In this ase we have to deal with 9 PCT -matrix elements and 12 PNC T -matrix elements in the ase we ut at l= 2 and I = 2, however there are many more T -matrix elements with l =2 and I � 2. In the Refs. [16, 17℄ only 4 PC T -matrix elements and 2 PNCT -matrix elements have been examined. In that ase, the �-hannel phaseshave been extrated from the experiment, the two PNC T -matrix elementsbeing equal. Unfortunately, in this ase, the only performed experiment [33℄did not study the energy region of our interest. A theoretial investigationof CL (b) will be reported in a future paper. In this letter we shall assumejCL (b)j � 1. 3. PNC matrix elementsIn order to determine the magnitude of the PNC observables (P andAL (b)) we have made a shell model estimate of the PNC matrix element,MPNC = DJ�T;Ex (MeV) ���HPNC���J��T 0 ; E0x (MeV)E =Xk;s Fk;sMk;s ; (11)



2090 D. Mihailesu, D. Raduwhere HPNC is the parity nononserving Hamiltonian for nulear inter-ations, Fk;s are oe�ients depending by the weak (h(�T )meson) and strong(gmeson) oupling onstants and Mk;s are nulear struture matrix elements:Mk;s = DJ�T;Ex (MeV) ���fk;s���J��T 0 ; E0x (MeV)E: (12)The Fk;s oe�ients are alulated using Kaiser & Meissner (KM) [21℄, Des-planques, Donoghue & Holstein (DDH) [12℄, Adelberger & Haxton (AH) [11℄and Dubovik & Zenkin (DZ) [22℄ models for PNC hadroni interations. De-tails about these models an also be found in Ref. [34℄. The operators fk;sare de�ned by Eqs. (10)�(19) from Ref. [35℄.The Mk;s matrix elements alulations were arried out with the shell-model ode OXBASH [29℄ in the 1s1p-2s1d-2p1f model spae in whih the1s1=2; 1p3=2; 1p1=2; 2s1=2; 1d5=2; 1d3=2; 2p1=2; 2p3=2; 1f7=2 and 1f5=2 orbitalsare ative. The Warburton�Brown interation [30℄ was used and a 0~!-trunation for the positive parity states and a 1~!-trunation for the nega-tive parity states were neessary to be done due to the dimension limitations,but we believe that they are realisti, beause the used interation have beentested extensively with regards to the reprodution of spetrosopi proper-ties [30℄.All the omponents [11, 12℄ of the parity nononserving potential areshort range two-body operators. Beause the behavior of the shell modelwave funtions at small NN distanes has to be modi�ed, short range or-relations (SRC) were inluded by multiplying the harmoni osillator wavefuntions (with ~! = 25A� 13 MeV � 45A� 13 MeV) by the Miller and Spenerfator [36℄:1� exp(�ar2)(1 � br2); a = 1:1 fm�2; b = 0:68 fm�2:This proedure is onsistent with the results obtained by using moreelaborate treatments of SRC suh as the generalized Bethe�Golstone ap-proah [7℄, of the matrix elements without inluding SRC, while the � (!)exhange matrix elements is muh smaller (by a fator of 13 � 16 ). The one-body ontributions, generally, are larger then two-body ones by a fator of�= 2 � 7 (and sometimes they ome with opposite signs in the 36Cl ase).In the 36Ar ase the one-body PNC matrix elements are negligible small asompared to the two-body ones.4. Numerial resultsUsing the weak oupling onstants [11,12,21,22℄ given in Table II, we �rstalulated the Fk;s oe�ients (Table III). The strong oupling onstants



Searhing for Parity Nononservation in 10B Nuleus 2091TABLE IIWeak meson�nuleons oupling onstants (in units of 10�7) alulated within dif-ferent weak interation models. The abbreviations are: KM = Kaiser and Meiss-ner [21℄, DDH = Desplanques, Donoghue and Holstein [12℄, AH = Adelberger andHaxton [11℄ and DZ = Dubovik and Zenkin [22℄.h�Tmeson KM DDH AH DZh1� 0:19 4:54 2:09 1:30h0� �3:70 �11:40 �5:77 �8:30h1� �0:10 �0:19 �0:22 0:39h2� �3:30 �9:50 �7:06 �6:70h1�0 �2:20 0:00 0:00 0:00h0! �1:40 �1:90 �4:97 �3:90h1! �1:00 �1:10 �2:39 �2:20 TABLE IIIThe expressions of the oe�ients Fk;s multiplying matrix elementsMk;s are givenin the �rst olumn. Numerial values (in units of 10�6) are given within KM, DDH,AH and DZ models for PNC nuleon�nuleon interation.Fk;s KM DDH AH(�t) DZF0;� = 12p2g�h1� 0.090 2.16 0.995 0.617F1;� = � 12g�h1� 0.014 0.027 0.805 �0:544F2;� = � 12g�h1�(1 + �v) 0.066 0.127 0.144 �0:256F3;� = 12g�h1� �0:014 �0:027 �0:031 0.054F1;! = � 12g!h1! 0.437 0.480 1.000 0.921F2;! = � 12g!h1!(1 + �s) 0.384 0.423 0.880 0.810F3;! = � 12g!h1! 0.437 0.480 1.000 0.921F4;� = �g�h0�(1 + �v) 4.850 14.94 7.566 10.884F5;� = �g�h0� 1.032 3.180 1.610 2.316F6;! = �g!h0!(1 + �s) 1.038 1.408 3.661 2.872F7;! = �g!h0! 1.179 1.600 4.160 3.264F0;� = � 12g�h1�0 0.307 0.00 0.00 0.00F8;� = � 12p2g�h2�(1 + �v) 0.886 2.542 1.888 1.792F9;� = � 12p6g�h2� 0.189 0.541 0.402 0.381are [11℄: g� = 13:45; g� = 2:79 and g! = 8:37 . The magneti moments are�� = 3:7 and �s = �0:12. The �nal results for parity non-onserving matrixelements (MPNC) are tabulated (Table IV). This last step is a very importantone beause all PNC observables depend on MPNC. A good estimation of



2092 D. Mihailesu, D. Raduthese matrix elements together with a arefully alulation of the P andAL (b) for a given PMD an lead us to valuable preditions. Unfortunately,this kind of alulation is a�eted by major unertainties. However, usingthe formalism brie�y desribed in setion 2, we an derive the mean valuesof the PNC observables. These values, alulated within di�erent models ofweak interation [11, 12, 21, 22℄ are given in Table V. TABLE IVParity non-onserving matrix elements values (in eV) alulated in di�erent PNCinterations using shell-models ode OXBASH [29℄ in the 1s1p�2s1d�2p1f modelspae with Wartburton�Brown interation [30℄ and short range orrelations (SRC).MPNC (PMD) KM DDH AH DZ Average valueMPNC (PMD1) �0:014 �0:211 �0:106 �0:080 �0:100MPNC (PMD2) �0:046 �0:815 �0:310 �0:230 �0:350TABLE VThe mean values (in units of 10�5) of the PNC observables: irular polarization(P) and analyzing powers (AL (b)) alulated using matrix elements values givenin Table IV. Interations P (PMD1) AL (b)(PMD2)KM 5 0.1DDH 78 1.7AH 39 0.6DZ 30 0.5Let us disuss a little more these results. Beause of the signi�antdi�erenes between weak interation models (see Table II), the PNC matrixelements values di�er by a fator of 15 for PMD 1 and approx. 18 for PMD 2;this fat is re�eted in the �nal results for PNC observable values. Theaverage values (MPNC (PMD1) = �0:1 eV and MPNC (PMD2) = �0:35 eV)are very lose to the Adelberger & Haxton (AH) values. On the other hand,exluding the KM values (too small) and DDH values (in our opinion, toolarge) we need to hoose between AH and DZ values (that do not di�er somuh). The AH values are found from �tting the experimental data, whilethe DZ values are obtained using quark plus Weinberg�Salam model forelementary strong and weak interations between nuleon's onstituents. Inthis ontext we onlude that for the PNC matrix elements we an hoose,as �realisti� values, the following spei� numbers: MPMD1PNC = �0:1 eV and



Searhing for Parity Nononservation in 10B Nuleus 2093MPMD2PNC = �0:3 eV. Using these last quantities, the most probable valuesfor PNC observables are: PPMD1 = 3:7�10�4 and AL (b)PMD2 = 0:6�10�5(Table VI). TABLE VIExperimental and theoretial values (in units of 10�5) of PNC observables for somenulei. Observable Exp. Value Theor. Value ReferenesAPMD1L �14N� 0:86� 0:59 3:1 [11, 36℄APMD2L �14N� � 1 [37℄APMD1L �16O� � 1:4 [17℄APMD2L �16O� � 3:2 [38℄PPMD1 �18F� 8� 39 208 [11℄APMD1 �19F� �7:4� 1:9 8:9 [9, 11℄P �21Ne� 80� 140 46 [11, 39℄P �23Na� � 6 [20℄P �30P� � 70 [20℄PPMD1 �36Cl� � 13 [19℄PPMD1 �10B� � 37 present workAL (b)PMD2 �10B� � �= 0:6 present work5. ConlusionsThe alulation of the PNC e�ets in the nulei is usually divided in fourparts:(I) the weak (h(�T )meson) and strong (gmeson) oupling onstants are alu-lated starting from the quark struture of the nuleons and their ele-mentary interations [12, 22℄, by applying e�etive theories of mesonsand baryons [21℄ or by �tting of experimental data [11℄;(II) the PNC interation Hamiltonian (HPNC) is derived in terms of ou-pling onstants previously alulated [11℄;(III) the PNC matrix elements (MPNC) of HPNC between nulear wavefuntions are omputed using an appropriate software (like OXBASHode [29℄);(IV) PNC observables are predited in terms of MPNC.The �rst two parts belong to the elementary partile physis, while the lasttwo need nulear matter tehniques.



2094 D. Mihailesu, D. RaduThe goal of the present paper is to alulate the irular polarization (P)of the 4.39 MeV -rays emitted in the transition 10B� (2�0; 5:11003 MeV)! 10B� (1+0; 0:71832 MeV) (see Table I) and the PNC analyzing powers(AL (b)) for the 9Be(~p; �)6Li resonane reation populating the parity (2�)doublet at 7.47 MeV. In order to do this, we used the formalism developedin Refs. [7, 8, 11, 12, 19, 20℄ brie�y reviewed in Setion 2, and also the fourPNC Hamiltonians (KM [21℄, DDH [12℄, AH [11℄ and DZ [22℄) that enter asinput data in Setion 4. The results are (Table V) P = (0:5� 7:8) � 10�4and AL (b) � (0:1� 1:7)�10�5. The most probable values (P = 3:7�10�4and AL (b) � 0:6 � 10�5) are in agreement with other experimental andtheoretial results (Table VI) that enourages us to propose these ases forexperiment.The parity mixing between the members of the above mentioned doubletsis of partiular interest beause:(1) The mixing is sensitive to the �T = 1 omponents of HPNC. In thisase we might have quantitative information about neutral urrentsontributions to HPNC. There are very few experiments sensitive onlyto the �T = 1 PNC nuleon�nuleon amplitudes. One of these is18F experiment (see Table VI and referene therein). Our result forirular polarization is larger then experimental value and smaller thantheoretial expetation value for 18F ase. The large di�erene betweentheoretial and experimental values remains to be explained in thefuture.(2) The two observables analyzed here provide a preise way to measurethe PNC matrix elements. The small level spaing between the statesof the parity mixed doublets (PMD0s) and the di�erent deay (for-mation) amplitudes (espeially for PMD1) lead to a onsiderable en-hanement of the PNC e�et. Usually suh enhanements are o�setdue to orrespondingly large theoretial unertainties in the extrationof the PNC parameters from the experimental data. As a matter offat, the same onditions whih generate the enhanement, ompliatea reliable theoretial determination of the nulear matrix elements.Therefore, it is neessary to selet exeptional ases, in whih the nu-lear struture problem an be solved. The parity mixed doublets in10B are, in our opinion, appropriate for theoretial and experimentalinvestigations.(3) The theoretial models inluded in the OXBASH ode are reasonablygood at least for the levels inluded in the two PMD's.
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